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1. EUROPEAN COMMISSION
   - Massimo Garribba,
   "From Fukushima to the update of the Nuclear Safety Directive"
     • How were the main findings from nuclear stress tests incorporated into the proposal
       for the new NSD?

2. FORATOM
   - Jean-Pol Poncelet,
   "Harmonisation of nuclear safety standards at the EU level"
     • Which areas in nuclear safety should be harmonised at an EU level?
     • How should coordination and harmonisation at the EU level be done?
     • Which concrete steps can we take to achieve a coordinated EU approach to nuclear
       safety and on what timeline?

3. NUSHARE PROJECT, ENEN
   - Walter Ambrosini,
   "Nuclear safety culture and human resources"
     • What are the main ingredients of nuclear safety culture?
     • What human resources are needed to guarantee highest safety standards?

4. FRIENDS OF THE EARTH
   - Patricia Lorenz (TBC)
   "Transparency and trust"
     • What generates mistrust in nuclear energy in Europe?
     • How could this trust be re-established and reinforced?
     • Would a Europe-wide requirement for transparency help to enhance trust towards
       nuclear energy in Europe?

5. ENSREG
   - Gerald Hennenhöfer,
   "Role of National regulators and ENSREEG in the new proposal"